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have extra peace of mind knowing
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Oriordan Bond was formed some twenty-three years ago when Tim
O’Riordan and Simon Bond opened their first branch in Northampton.
They now have eight offices that are in the heart of local communities
across Northampton and have grown to employ a team of seventy
experienced professionals who work with each other to deliver a one stop
shop when selling or renting property.
With the growing risks of cybercrime, we needed the extra peace of mind
knowing that our data is backed up securely, in multiple locations and
encrypted to the highest levels.
We know that we can tell Datastore365 what we want and then allow them to
go away and come back with an IT solution that works for us. Being ISO:27001
accredited also means we have peace of mind that they take data security
seriously. Businesses are built on data and you need to be confident that the
people you are trusting it with, will take good care of it.
The biggest benefit is having the peace of mind that our critical data is in a safe
environment, encrypted to military standard and stored in tier 4 datacentres.
The datastore team monitor our backups daily so it allows us to focus on our
business and what we do best.
We have no hesitation in using Datastore365 to back up and protect our critical
data. With the growing risks of cyber-crime we have extra peace of mind
knowing the data is fully encrypted at source and backed up securely across
Tier 4 data centres.
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